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10 GUILT-FREE—AND SCREEN-FREE—WAYS
TO FIND A LITTLE ME TIME
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BY MARA GORMAN FOR USA TODAY

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
READ A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE,
SOAKED IN THE TUB, OR JUST
ENJOYED A CUP OF COFFEE WITH
A FRIEND? If what comes to

mind is a hazy recollection
of a weekend morning back when you had no
children, it may be time to reassess your parenting game plan and come up with one that
includes some scheduled breaks.
Parents should be sure to take some time
for themselves for two very good reasons. First
and foremost, doing so can make you a better
parent. “Taking a little time for yourself goes a
long way toward not only making you feel better, but toward helping you manage demands
more easily, make clearer decisions, stay
healthy, and have more positive interactions
with your family,” says Erica Curtis, a licensed

marriage and family psychotherapist.
The second reason may surprise many
parents: Independent play actually benefits
children. “What do we teach when we let
children learn to handle their own playtime
boredom? We teach resilience,” says Deborah
Gilboa, a family physician and parenting
writer at AskDoctorG.com. “What do we
teach children when they see a parent taking
time for him or herself? We teach self-care.
Modeling the great behavior of taking the time
to decompress, read a book, surf the Internet,
or talk to a friend leads to children who grow
up expecting to take good care of themselves
in these ways.”
The tricky part is finding a way to help
children amuse themselves without
resorting to electronic screens to serve as
stand-in babysitters.

WHAT’S A PARENT TO DO?
TRY ONE OF THESE 10 SUGGESTIONS. EACH IS DESIGNED TO KEEP CHILDREN AMUSED AND SAFE SO THAT
YOU CAN FINISH THAT CONVERSATION, THOUGHT, OR CUP OF COFFEE.
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BUILD
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SET ASIDE A BOX OF GOODIES

that you pull out when you
want a little time to yourself.
Making a busy box doesn’t
have to be complex. You
might simply survey your
child’s play area and pull a
special set of books and toys.
Or you can buy some special
toys that are intended just
for this purpose.
Looking for ideas?
Christine Koh, founder of
BostonMamas.com, suggests
checking out Perplexus, a
3-D maze that requires you
to rotate and carefully shift a
marble along multiple paths.
You might also choose from
the visually appealing and
award-winning word and
number games made by
Bananagrams. Save boxes,
cardboard tubes, and other
items that might otherwise
go in the recycling and invest
in some Makedos, connector
sets that let kids build with
found objects.
Another tactic is to stock
the box with forbidden stuff
they’re dying to play with
but don’t get to use normally
(messy things can be used
outside). Shaving cream,
food coloring, and rolls of
tape are all possibilities.

FOR STARTERS, YOU MAY
NEED TO BE FLEXIBLE about

your definition of just what
constitutes “me time.”
Try teaching your child to
participate in activities that
you enjoy. For example, you
might buy a backpack baby
carrier and take your child
for a quiet hike in the woods.
When you write in your
journal, invite your toddler
to sit with you and draw in
her own notebook.
Julie Cole, mother of
six and a co-founding vice
president of the Mabel’s
Labels, suggests that another
great way to grab a little
time for yourself is to head
for the library with your
children in tow. “Read a few
pages of your own book
while your children are
looking through theirs,”
says Cole, whose company
creates labels for anything a
child might lose. “Meaningful
time together doesn’t always
have to be filled with chatter
and directions from mom or
dad. A mostly quiet hour at
the library can be restorative
for everyone!”

DETERMINE WHAT BOUNDARIES
WORK BEST for your

children depending on age,
environment, and your
comfort level, and then send
them outside to play. But
you don’t have to leave them
wandering aimlessly. “Have
them collect leaves or draw
or make a list of trees they
see. Being outside with a
sketch pad can be entrancing
for kids,” Miriam Peskowitz,
bestselling author of The
Daring Book for Girls, suggests.
“Send them out with a
camera and ask them to
photograph the best gardens,
or the most interesting house
colors, or anything that
catches their fancy.”
Or, read the book Fairy
Houses by Tracy Kane
together, then send your
child outside to build a small
home using only found natural materials. Kane has more
info on creating the fairy
abodes at fairyhouses.com.

OR A KITCHEN, OR A TOOL
BENCH. Nothing is more

fun for kids than playing
with real-life grown-up
stuff. To set up your child’s
office, save old cellphones,
keyboards, and scrap paper.
If construction is the name
of the game around your
house, buy an inexpensive
toolbox and stock it with
a level, tape measure, and
janitor’s ring filled with
keys. (Most hardware stores
will let you take their castoff keys for free.)
A budding chef will enjoy
the chance to play with
actual food, says Koh. “My
daughter loves cake shows
on TV,” she says. “One day I
brought out my piping bags
and tips and loaded them up
with store-bought frosting. I
taped down wax paper and
she practiced piping letters
and making shapes and had
the best time with it.” »

“MEANINGFUL TIME TOGETHER
DOESN’T ALWAYS HAVE TO BE
FILLED WITH CHATTER.”

LET KIDS
GET WET

LET THEM
ENTERTAIN
YOU

SCAVENGER
HUNT
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PLAYING WITH WATER IS
PRETTY MUCH ALWAYS FUN. But

how can you safely let your
children do so while you put
your feet up? The key is containment. Use bowls, a sink,
or the backyard hose to let
kids get wet without risk.
“I place four plastic bowls
in the empty bath tub. I fill
the bowls with cool water
and then let my 6- and
3-year-old daughters add
food coloring,” says Nicole
Feliciano, founder and editor
of MomTrends.com. “Then
I let them mix colors, pour,
and scoop. I usually do this
before bath time. It buys me
time to return phone calls.”

SAVE THOSE PLASTIC EGGS
FROM EASTER and keep a

stash of stickers and small,
inexpensive toys. When you
need a little time for yourself, fill the eggs with booty,
hide them in your house or
yard, and send your kids to
find them.
Another fun variation on
this activity, Feliciano says,
is to save old catalogues
and magazines. “I give my
girls each a set of scissors
and send them on a little
treasure hunt. They get a list
of 10 things to find and cut
out, like a boat or the letter
‘A.’ Then they glue them on
cardboard.”

ENLIST
FRIENDS’
HELP
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WHAT’S MORE FUN FOR
CHILDREN than playing with

other kids? Even babies enjoy
the company of other children. Set up a rotating play
date with a friend or group
of friends. Every week, have
a different parent take his or
her turn to leave while the
children stay and play.
100 KIDS’ HEALTH

USE
A
TIMER

FIND ME
TIME ON
VACATION
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HERE’S A NOVEL IDEA: Instead
of amusing your kids, have
them amuse you. “Ask your
children to put on a show
for you, complete with
costumes created from
their wardrobes and tickets
sold at the door,” suggests
Melissa Bernstein, cofounder of the toy company
Melissa & Doug and mother
of six. “If they need a little
assistance on themes, their
performance could be a
variety show highlighting their unique skills like
singing, dancing, playing
an instrument, whistling,
juggling, magic tricks, or all
of the above, a skit replicating a favorite fairy tale, or
an original script retelling a
special event or completely
creative storyline.”
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WHO SAYS THAT ALL OF YOUR
PERSONAL TIME has to happen

at home? Family trips can be
a great time to get rest and
relaxation apart from your
kids, especially at resorts.
From skiing to surfing to golf,
many resorts offer lessons
and kids programs that will
engage your children for part
of the day. Regroup in the
afternoon around the pool
and share your adventures.
Debbie Dubrow, mother
of three young children and
the founder and publisher of
deliciousbaby.com, suggests
looking for well-regarded
camps or afterschool programs offered for local kids in
the area you are visiting. For
example, in New York City,
Robofun offers fun, one-day
intensive robotics courses.

YOU MAY NEED ONLY 15 MINUTES OF UNINTERRUPTED TIME
FOR YOURSELF, but 15 minutes can seem like an

eternity to a child who isn’t able to tell how much
time has passed. A simple solution, and an easy way
to start setting expectations for your child to spend
some time playing independently, is to set a kitchen
timer and send your child off to play or read. When
the timer buzzes, you’re once again fair game. o

Another fun way to approach the busy box:
Put six random things into a box or bag,”
author Miriam Peskowitz says. “Tell the kids to
go make up a play, game, or project with what
they find inside. Set a timer to keep them at it
and then go applaud when they’re done.”

Mara Gorman is a freelance writer and
mother of two young boys. She lives
in Delaware but can be found roaming
the globe with and without her kids.
She writes about it all at The Mother
of All Trips (motherofalltrips.com).
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